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Abstract

Objectives: To investigate the retro-patellar cartilage (RPC) morphology and the patterns of retropatellar cartilage wear as well as the patients’ kneeling ability to determine whether the kneeling ability is related to the area and pattern of wear in the cartilage.

Methods: 30 patients undergoing primary TKAs participated in this study. The patients were seen in the preoperative assessment clinics and consented to allow intraoperative photographing of their retro patellar cartilage. These photographs were used to determine the area and pattern of wear by using Image J software. The total area of the retropatellar cartilage and the area of wear was measured and used to calculate the percentage of RPC wear. The percentages of retro patellar cartilage wear for all the patients were linked with their kneeling ability before the surgery.

Results: 15 patients (cases numbered 1-15, termed group A) were able to kneel, and 15 patients (cases numbered 16-30, termed group B) were unable to kneel. The % of wears for all RPC images measured 3 times with a week interval and the average of the records in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd week recorded for statistical analysis. Mean % of RPC wears in-group A was (15%), and in-group B was (36%). Intra-Rater and Inter-Rater Reliability statistically assessed by using Intraclass Correlation Coefficient. Patients who able to kneel (Group A) had normal RPC superior surfaces with no damages in comparison with patients who unable to kneel (Group B) who had damaged superior surfaces medially and laterally. All the RPC surfaces (Superior, Middle, and Inferior) were damaged in Group B patients (Unable to kneel).

Conclusion: No direct association was found between the retropatellar cartilage damage and the kneeling ability. The most damaged areas were found in the middle and lower thirds of retropatellar cartilage.
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Introduction

Most of the published studies have correlated the degree of RPC damage with patellofemoral pain but not with kneeling function [1]. Dye has said that increased cartilage wear leads to synovitis and that leads to pain [2]. Different techniques have been used to assess the RPC damage; two cross-sectional studies used MRI to evaluate cartilage change in relation to particular types of occupational activities including knee bending. This study examined the changes in different compartments [3,4]. Horng et al. used a high-resolution 3D-MRI to analyse regional deformation patterns as an indication of contact areas in patellar cartilage after different loading exercises [5]. The articular surface of the patella is composed of thick hyaline cartilage, which provides an insensitive, avascular area specifically adapted to bearing high compressive loads [6]. The patellar articular cartilage has to withstand huge forces and is the thickest hyaline cartilage in the body. The thickest point is 7 mm deep, and the facets of the patella are unique in shape and position to each knee [7]. The retro patellar cartilage is also unique, in that it does not follow the contours of the underlying subchondral bone, as is the norm elsewhere in the body [8], patellar cartilage is more permeable and more compressive than cartilage elsewhere, [8] which may, along with large contact pressures, and not following the contours of the bone explain why patella cartilage lesions are more prevalent than cartilaginous lesions elsewhere. An elaborate system of intraosseous and extraosseous vasculature provides blood supply to the patella [9,10]. A peri-patellar anastomotic ring consisting of six main arteries forms the extraosseous blood supply. These six arteries, supplying the ring, are (1) the articular branch of the descending genicular artery, (2) the medial superior genicular artery, (3) the medial inferior genicular artery, (4) the anterior tibial recurrent artery, (5) the lateral inferior genicular artery and (6) the descending branch of the lateral femoral circumflex artery. The superior part of the ring passes anterior to the quadriceps tendon, and the inferior portion passes posterior to the patellar tendon through the substance of the fat pad. The knowledge of PF contact points in different degrees of knee flexion and the biomechanics affecting the patterns and degrees of retro patellar cartilage wear are a useful basis for analysing the retro patellar cartilage morphology.

The patella articulates with the cartilage in the patellar groove on the distal femur between 10 and 100 degrees of flexion. The trochlea averages 31-34 mm in height (from the base of the ’V’ to the crest of the lateral condyle). However, there is considerable variation in trochlear height, width and shape within the population [11]. The patella is a shifting fulcrum of the extensor mechanism as the knee flexes and extends [12]. The amount of contact the patella has with the femur varies depending on the position of the knee. The patella contact area is small and distal in early flexion, and increases in area and progresses proximally with increasing flexion [13]. Maximum patella-femoral contact area occurs at 120 degrees of flexion [14]. The contact pressure between the patella and femur is high with the maximum pressure...
occurring at 90 degrees of flexion in knees with normal Q-angle [14]. During activities such as kneeling, the reactionary force through the patella-femoral joint is as much as 7.6 times the body weight. This pressure can increase significantly where the Q angle is increased, as in a valgus knee joint.

Patients and Methods

30 patients undergoing primary TKAs (Triathlon- Single Radius implant design) were entered into this part of the study. These patients were recruited from six consultants’ pre-operative assessment clinics at RIE-NHS Lothian (November 2016 to February 2017). There were 20 women and 10 men, 16 underwent (Right) TKA and 14 (Left) TKA.

The patients were seen in the preoperative assessment clinics and consented to allow intraoperative photographing of their retro patellar cartilage. The process of intraoperative photographing standardised as follows:

1. Keeping the overhead lights away to avoid light reflection.
3. The photo was taken after patella eversion and before nibbling of patella osteophytes.
4. The focal length between camera and knee standardised to the best photograph quality.
5. The photo was taken from the same side of the surgery.
6. The camera used -SONY Cyber-shot DSC-WX220B Compact Camera.
7. Photographs excluded from the study if they could not meet the process standards.

These images were used to determine the area and pattern of wear by using Image J software.

The total area of the retropatellar cartilage and the area of wear was measured and used to calculate the percentage of RPC wear, the following were the steps to measure the % RPC wear: (1) Calibrate and set up the scale 300 pixels/mm, (2) Draw and then measure the total area of RPC (Freehand), (3) Draw and measure the damaged area of RPC, (4) Calculate the % of the area that is damaged (Figures 1 and 2).

The photographs were then analysed to investigate the patterns of damage i.e., the facets involved in the wear process. The retro patellar cartilage was divided into: medial and lateral facets of the upper, middle and lower thirds of the retro patellar surface (Figure 3). A damaged area was scored a number (+1), and an undamaged area was given a number (0). The following was the standard method used to divide the RPC surface for all photos:

1. Identify most lateral point of patella.
2. Draw transverse reference line across patella to most medial point (usually longest line possible).
3. Find most inferior point of patella (in middle of infrapatellar fat pad).
4. Draw vertical reference line up from this point perpendicular to the transverse reference line.
5. Remove transverse reference line and replace with 2 transverse lines perpendicular to the vertical reference line that bisects the line in to equal thirds.

The kneeling ability for all of the patients was recorded before their TKA surgery. The percentages of retro patellar cartilage wear for all the patients were linked with their kneeling ability before the surgery. Patients were numbered from 1 to 30 (Two Groups-Able and Unable to kneel) and analysed accordingly. SPSS version 21.0 used for statistical analysis; a box and whisker plot was used to assess and compare the link between the kneeling ability before TKA and RPC % wear in the two groups and Chi- Square Test to evaluate the significance of the relation between the kneeling ability and patterns of wear.

Results

30 patients participated in the study (20 women and 10 men); their mean age was 70.1 yrs (± 9.2). 16 underwent (Right) TKA and 14 underwent (Left) TKA. Three of the thirty photographs excluded from the study because 2 of them were not within the standards and one patient missed intraoperative photographing of his patella due to unexpected change of orders of the operating list.

Kneeling ability and percentage of RPC wear

15 patients (cases numbered 1-15, termed group A) were able to
kneel, and 15 patients (cases numbered 16-30, termed group B) were unable to kneel. Group A included 6 women and 9 men; they underwent 7 Right TKA and 8 Left TKA; their mean age was 70.6 yrs (± 6.0), and Group B included 14 women and 1 man; they underwent 9 Right TKA and 6 Left TKA; their mean age was 69.7 yrs (± 11.9). RPC wear was observed in both groups. The % of wears for all RPC images measured 3 times with a week interval and the average of the records in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd week recorded for statistical analysis.

Mean % of RPC wears in group A was (15%), and in group B was (36%). However, this difference was not significant (P value=0.4). 4 patients with normal RPC unable to kneel, at the same time one patient with 60% RPC damage still able to kneel.

There was no direct link between the kneeling ability and percentage of RPC wears, as numbers of TKA patients with higher RPC wear were still able to kneel and others with lower RPC % of wears were unable to kneel, moreover; observed bias noticed in Group B (Figure 4).

Intra-Rater and Inter-Rater Reliability statistically assessed by using Intraclass Correlation Coefficient-ICC; the measurements of RPC wear % performed to all the photographs by myself once a week for 3 weeks resulted in ICC=0.9; on the other hand, two orthopaedic surgeons who followed the same standardized steps for the measurements resulted in ICC=0.8. The extent of intra-rater and inter-rater reliability of measurement report according to is conventionally considered to be excellent.

Patterns of RPC wear

The wear affected the RPC to different extents in both groups (A, those able to kneel and B those, unable to kneel) of TKA patients in both medial and lateral facets (Figures 5 and 6).

The damaged (+1) and undamaged (0) RPC surfaces in both groups A&B were assessed to determine the patterns of wear and the total number of damaged areas calculated for comparison between the two groups (Figures 7 and 8).

Patients who able to kneel (Group A) had normal RPC superior surfaces with no damages in comparison with patients who unable to kneel (Group B) who had damaged superior surfaces medially and laterally. The middle and inferior surfaces of medial and lateral facets were more affected than superior surfaces in both groups of patients. All the RPC surfaces (Superior, Middle and Inferior) were damaged in Group B patients (Unable to kneel).

There were no distinct patterns of wears both in medial and lateral facets and not directly linked to the ability to kneel.

Discussion

The purpose of this research study was to determine whether a high % of RPC wear and the pattern of this wear were related to the kneeling
ability before TKA. The most important finding of the present study was that (1) the RPC damaged area does not influence the kneeling ability; and (2) the effect of the amount of RPC damage on the kneeling ability in need of further study especially in cultures with frequent kneeling activities.

Few reports in the literature focused on the link between the kneeling function and the retropatellar cartilage wear. The small number of patients in one culture limited this study results. However; the results were important in designing a future larger scale study to include different cultures with different kneeling activities.

The RPC wear area relates to the area where the medial and lateral patellar facets are in contact with the anterior femoral condyle [15]. In the elderly, activities that require a higher knee flexion are performed with either more difficulty or avoided altogether [15] as a result of decreases in the strength of the knee and hip extensors [16,17].

Abnormal anthropometrics of the patella or distal femoral condyles due to aging or repetitive movement of the knee would alter the joint function and tend to affect the joint-specific wear pattern [18]. Previous studies analysed the RPC wear and patterns of damage. Many of these studies assessed the PF dysfunction but not specifically relate the observed retropatellar cartilage changes to the kneeling ability. Certain studies described the damage in the medial facet [14,19-23]; the lateral facet [14,19,20,22-28]; the central patella [22,23,25]; the medial femoral condyle [23,24] and the lateral femoral condyle [22-24]. These studies reported that the lateral and medial facets could be damaged with malalignment of the patella. Moreover; the lateral patellar facet is mainly involved with chondromalacia patellae and with patellofemoral compression syndrome. Studies on patellofemoral dysfunction and pain describe increased lateral contact and patellofemoral joint pressure [13,17,18,23-25] and suggests an increase in lateral patellar and lateral femoral articular wear. These studies also indicate that the medial facet shows more damage with aging than the lateral facet [20,22] which is different than the observed RPC damages in this study; the lateral facets and medial facets almost equally affected. The authors of some of these studies described the gender differences in patellofemoral anatomy and mechanics [16,17,29-33] but others describe no gender differences [7,16,20,22,33-35]. Regarding the kneeling ability in this research study; 70% of women participated were unable to kneel (14/20) and only one man (10%) could not kneel before the surgery, furthermore; 90% of men (9/10) and 30% of women (6/20) were able to kneel. The gender effect on kneeling ability is an important observation but inconclusive because of a relatively small number of patients involved. According to Gorniak et al. the pattern of RPC wears was more central and compact in males than in females (gender difference in wear area) [15]. This gender difference both in wear area noticed by Gorniak et al. and the observed kneeling ability differences may also relate to males usually
having a larger body mass and greater hip and knee muscle strength than female [17]. Also, this gender difference may relate to hip and knee muscular tightness, restricting the movement and affecting PF joint wear. Because of these and many other factors, and the relatively small sample size, further study is needed to determine if the difference in kneeling ability between males and females is significant and, if so, what particular factors may be involved in this difference.

While many studies analyse the location and severity of wear on the patellar facets for pathological patellofemoral conditions, there is no common RPC wear pattern can be described for all patients. In this study the photographs of the retro patellar cartilage showed that the wear was located in both lateral and medial facets. This current study evaluated the % of RPC wear and the pattern of wear in 27 patients and the femoral trochlea not assessed; this could be a potential limitation of the study. The results disprove the null hypothesis, postulated that kneeling function limitation in TKA patients is directly linked to the severity and pattern of RPC wear.

A study performed by Gorniak et al. to detect any common specific-joint wear pattern at the patellofemoral joint in 26 cadavers (50 patellae) from older individuals [15]. The study found that there is greater medial patellar facet and odd facet wear than lateral facet wears, suggesting higher medial than lateral patellofemoral joint contact forces. The smaller amount of wear on the anterior aspect of the lateral femoral condyle suggests that contact forces between the lateral facet and anterior aspect of the lateral femoral condyle are low during most of knee flexion. This study agreed with Gorniak’s study in that the presence of a common wear pattern at the PFJ would seem unlikely because multiple factors involved such as anatomical variations, tissue pathologies, misalignment, and physical behaviour.

The different joint specific patterns noticed in Gorniak’s study and the results of this study could be considered in further studies of kneeling function and its link with retropatellar cartilage and the retropective contact area in the anterior femoral condyle.

Conclusion

The middle and lower thirds of both lateral and medial facets were the most damaged areas whether the patients were able or unable to kneel. Furthermore no direct link between the % of RPC wear and the most damaged areas whether the patients were able or unable to kneel. Furthermore, no direct link between the % of RPC wear and the most damaged areas whether the patients were able or unable to kneel. Nevertheless, the study indicated that the presence of a common wear pattern at the PFJ would seem unlikely because multiple factors involved such as anatomical variations, tissue pathologies, misalignment, and physical behaviour.

The different joint specific patterns noticed in Gorniak’s study and the results of this study could be considered in further studies of kneeling function and its link with retropatellar cartilage and the retropective contact area in the anterior femoral condyle.
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